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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
Jackson Fillmore Trattoria (“Jackson Fillmore”) is an Italian restaurant opened on December 11, 1985, by 
Jack Krietzman on December 11, 1985. The business is located at 2506 Fillmore Street on the east side of 
Fillmore between Jackson and Pacific streets in the Pacific Heights neighborhood. 
 
Prior to opening his own restaurant, Krietzman worked at Vanessi's on Broadway (1977-1979) and MacArthur 
Park (1975-1977). Two weeks after opening, the restaurant was doing capacity business. Jackson Fillmore 
Trattoria originally opened as Jack’s on Fillmore to take playful advantage of the unlikely coincidence of an 
owner named Jack opening a restaurant on the corner of Jackson and Fillmore. However, at the time there 
was a famous Jack's Restaurant in the Financial District. A few weeks after opening, Kreitmzan was 
contacted by Jack’s Restaurant’s attorney and he agreed to change the name. It eventually became Jackson 
Fillmore. 
 
Soon after opening, the restaurant got two mentions in Herb Caen’s column, which considerably booted 
business. Millions of people have eaten at Jackson Fillmore since the restaurant opened. Casey and Kelly 
Sullivan, a brother and sister team, now manage Jackson Fillmore and carry on its traditions. Their father, 
Craig, was Jack Krietzman’s first friend after he arrived in San Francisco, and the pair have known Krietzman 
their entire lives. Jackson Fillmore preserves the counter dining experience that San Francisco has become 
known for, in addition to providing consistently good food, service and neighborhood feel. Jackson Fillmore 
Trattoria is a small place with a small, dedicated staff open five nights a week. 
 
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years? 
 
Yes, the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San Francisco 
operations exceeding two years: 
 
2506 Fillmore Street from 1985 to Present (34 years) 
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CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a 
particular neighborhood or community? 
 
Yes, the applicant has contributed to the Pacific Heights neighborhood’s history and identity. 
 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended the applicant as qualifying, noting the following ways 
the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or 
community: 
 
• Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is associated with Italian cuisine. 
 
• Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has contributed to the history and identity of San Francisco and the Pacific 

Heights neighborhood. 
 
• The property has a Planning Department Historic Resource status of “B” (Properties Requiring Further 

Consultation and Review) due to the age of the building, which was constructed in c. 1890. The 
Department identified the property as a contributor to an Upper Fillmore cluster of historically significant 
storefronts. The business’s clientele has also historically included many local celebrities, including Joe 
Montana, Harris Barton, Will Clark Nate Thurmond, Phil Smith, P.J. Carlesimo, Barbara Troop, Alice 
Waters, Jeremiah Tower, Willie Brown, and more. 
 

• Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has been featured in the San Francisco Chronicle in Herb Caen’s column as 
well as in Michael Bauer’s column. Mr. Bauer is the Chronicle’s restaurant critic and editor at large. 
Jackson Fillmore has also been featured in 7X7, the New Fillmore, the San Francisco Bay Guardian, the 
San Francisco Examiner and several other local publications. 

 
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define 
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms? 
 
Yes, Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is committed to maintaining the physical features, craft, art form and 
traditions that define the business. 
 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommends that Jackson Fillmore Trattoria qualifies for the Legacy 
Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends safeguarding of the 
below listed physical features and traditions. 
 
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business: 
• The antipasti bar. 
• Neighborhood, unpretentious, and friendly atmosphere. 
• Neon “Trattoria” window sign. 
• Exposed brick surrounding entry. 
• Terrazzo floor. 
• Location at corner of Jackson and Fillmore resulting in restaurant name. 
 
CORE PHYSICAL FEATURE OR TRADITION THAT DEFINES THE BUSINESS 
Following is the core physical feature or tradition that defines the business that would be required for 
maintenance of the business on the Legacy Business Registry.  
• Restaurant featuring Italian cuisine. 
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the San Francisco Small Business Commission include Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 
currently located at 2506 Fillmore Street in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under 
Administrative Code Section 2A.242. 
 
 
Richard Kurylo, Program Manager 
Legacy Business Program 
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Small Business Commission 
Draft Resolution 

 
HEARING DATE MARCH 25, 2019 

 
JACKSON FILLMORE TRATTORIA 

 
LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY RESOLUTION NO. _________________________ 

 
 

Application No.:  LBR-2015-16-018 
Business Name:  Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 
Business Address:  2506 Fillmore Street 
District:   District 2 
Applicant:   Jack Krietzman, President 
Nomination Date:  September 15, 2016 
Nominated By:   Supervisor Mark Farrell 
Staff Contact:   Richard Kurylo 

legacybusiness@sfgov.org 
 
 
ADOPTING FINDINGS APPROVING THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY APPLICATION FOR 
JACKSON FILLMORE TRATTORIA, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2506 FILLMORE STREET. 
 
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business maintains 
a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, community-
serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing educational and 
promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years; or 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less than 30 
years, has had no break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years, has significantly contributed to 
the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and, if not included in the Registry, faces a 
significant risk of displacement; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and identity; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define 
the business; and 
 
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on March 25, 2019, the San Francisco Small Business 
Commission reviewed documents and correspondence, and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 
Registry application; therefore 
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BE IT RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission hereby includes Jackson Fillmore Trattoria in the 
Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code Section 2A.242. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission recommends safeguarding the below 
listed physical features and traditions at Jackson Fillmore Trattoria: 
 
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business: 
• The antipasti bar. 
• Neighborhood, unpretentious, and friendly atmosphere. 
• Neon “Trattoria” window sign. 
• Exposed brick surrounding entry. 
• Terrazzo floor. 
• Location at corner of Jackson and Fillmore resulting in restaurant name. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission requires maintenance of the below listed 
core physical feature or tradition to maintain Jackson Fillmore Trattoria on the Legacy Business Registry: 
• Restaurant featuring Italian cuisine. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Small Business Commission on 
March 25, 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_________________________ 
Regina Dick-Endrizzi 
Director 

 
 
 
RESOLUTION NO. _________________________ 
 
Ayes –  
Nays –  
Abstained –  
Absent –  
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Application No.:  LBR-2015-16-018 
Business Name:   Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 
Business Address:   2506 Fillmore St. 
District:   District 2 
Applicant:    Jack Krietzman, President 
Nomination Date:   September 15, 2016 
Nominated By:   Supervisor Mark Farrell 
 
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no 
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?  X Yes   No 
 
2506 Fillmore Street from 1985 to Present (34 years) 
 
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a 
particular neighborhood or community?  X Yes   No 
 
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that 
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?  X Yes   No 
 
NOTES: N/A 
 
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: February 6, 2019 
 
 
Richard Kurylo 
Program Manager, Legacy Business Program 
 

Legacy  
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JACKSON FILLMORE TRATTORIA 
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative 

CRITERION 1 

a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco 
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations, 
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the 
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all 
other locations. 

Jackson Fillmore Trattoria (“Jackson Fillmore”) opened on December 11, 1985, after the 
founder, Jack Krietzman, put in 6 years at Little Italy on 24th and Castro as a junior partner. 
Prior to that, he worked at the iconic Vanessi's on Broadway (1977-1979) under Giovanni Leone 
and Bart Shea. And before that, he worked at MacArthur Park (1975-1977). Larry Mandel was 
his boss, and his chef was Goertz Boje. 

When Jack’s partner and financial backer David Kavrell agreed that the time had come for Jack 
to open his own place, they started looking for a location. Every time Jack thought he had found 
the right place, David would tell him it was too expensive or it was a bad location. Then one 
day, Jack found a little sushi bar on Fillmore Street near Jackson Street. The price was right, and 
Jack was 100% sure it would work. He simply repurposed the existing sushi bar. Two weeks 
after opening, the restaurant was doing capacity business. 

The first rather entertaining thing that happened occurred before the restaurant opened. Jack’s 
partners thought that the restaurant’s location on the corner of Jackson and Fillmore with an 
owner named Jack was so random and coincidental that the restaurant should be named Jack's 
on Fillmore. Jack said, “Guys, I don't think that name is going to fly," due to the famous Jack's 
Restaurant in the Financial District at the time. They insisted; Jack caved. A few week later, Jack 
received a call from Jack's' attorneys telling him that they didn't think it was a good name for 
the new restaurant. Jack asked them politely if it would be alright if he used up his printed 
materials (match boxes and business cards and such). They agreed, but asked that Jack remove 
the name “Jack's” from the front of the building. Jack said yes, but literally had no money 
having sunk every nickel into the restaurant. So Jack called the sign painter, who was a friend, 
and asked him to rub out the name “Jack's” so all it said on the building was "on Fillmore." Nine 
months later, when Jack saved enough money, he had the sign painter come out to fix it, at 
which time it was changed to “Jackson Fillmore.” 

It could have been worse. Soon after, Herb Caen caught wind of the story, and Jackson Fillmore 
got two mentions in his column. Funny how things work out! In those days, Herb Caen was the 
hottest column in San Francisco. Jack had a pretty good following from the Vanessi's days and 
from the six years he put in at Little Italy, but the Herb Caen blurbs opened the floodgates of 
customers. And just like that, Jackson Fillmore was on the map. 



Things kept getting better until the restaurant got a bad review from a local restaurant critic 
who owned a competing place not far from Jackson Fillmore. That slowed things down for a 
couple of days, but the fans just kept coming, and this proved to be a non-event. 

Millions of people, literally, have eaten at Jackson Fillmore since the restaurant opened. Jack is 
constantly reminded – and a little in awe – that people recognize him all over the world all the 
time. It’s been a crazy and wild ride, and it really hasn't changed all that much over time. Jack is 
proud of what he created and all the people who have helped him and who have always been 
there for him. 

Jackson Fillmore will always be a San Francisco legacy and would be an excellent addition to the 
Legacy Business Registry.  

b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco 
for more than six months? 

Jackson Fillmore has never closed except for repairs and/or vacation. The restaurant has not 
closed for more than two weeks at a time since it was founded. 

c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the 
business. 

Jackson Fillmore is not technically a family owned business, which is often defined as any 
business in which two or more family members are involved and the majority of ownership or 
control lies within a family.  

Casey and Kelly Sullivan, a brother and sister team, now manage Jackson Fillmore. They are as 
close to Jack’s niece and nephew as could be. Their father, Craig, was Jack’s first friend after he 
arrived in San Francisco. Jack has known Casey and Kelly their entire lives, and he considers 
them his family. They are the next generation of Jackson Fillmore and are carrying on the 
tradition. 

d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a 
family-owned business. 

The ownership of Jackson Fillmore Trattoria only change once when it transitioned from a 
single owner to a partnership in 1998. 

The ownership history of Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is as follows: 
1985 to 1998:  Jack Krietzman and Constance Johnson (Jack Krietzman LLC) 
1998 to Present: Jack Krietzman, Constance Johnson and Dave Kavrell 

(Jackson Fillmore Inc.) 



e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less 
than 30 years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the 
business prior to current ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please 
use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the 
existence of the business prior to current ownership. 

Not applicable. 

f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated 
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry. 

The historic resource status of the building at 2506-2508 Fillmore Street is classified by the 
Planning Department as Category B, Unknown / Age Eligible, with regard to the California 
Environmental Quality Act.  

CRITERION 2 

a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood, 
community or San Francisco. 

Since the restaurant was founded in 1985, Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has contributed to the 
history and identity of the community, the Pacific Heights neighborhood, and the city of San 
Francisco. Jackson Fillmore preserves the counter dining experience that San Francisco has 
become known for, in addition to being a place customers can count on for consistently good 
food, service and neighborhood feel. People move all over the city, the country and the world; 
but they often come back to their favorite San Francisco restaurants, and Jackson Fillmore is 
frequently one of the places on their list.   

Lynn and Ed Segal were some of the first regular customers. Their son Ned would join the 
restaurant staff in basketball games out back when he was attending Newcomers High School. 
Lynn has been on many political committees and is now an integral member of the Fillmore 
Neighborhood Association. Lynn and Ed are still regulars and now Ned comes in with his 3 child 
and his wife Maya. Three generations, and that’s just one example. There are many stories like 
this – from Joe Montana to The York family, from customers who fell in love at the counter and 
got married to the thousands of employees whose lives have been helped by Jackson Fillmore. 
One waiter, Waldo, has been with the restaurant for 25 years. Another employee, Filipe, has 
been there for 17 years. Former staffers at Jackson Fillmore who Jack stays in touch with have 
started restaurants of their own. Some have gotten married and had children. 

Jack is extremely proud of what he’s done and what Jackson Fillmore has accomplished through 
the years. 

b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the 
city, or the business industry? 



Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is a small place with a small staff open five nights a week. Most of the 
staff have worked there a long time; some have families. On days off, the staff recharges with 
fun activities usually on their own. The restaurant has done some events in the past, but it’s 
more common for the restaurant to instead make donations to local and neighborhood events, 
which they do. 

c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade 
publication, media, or historical documents? 

Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has been featured in the San Francisco Chronicle in Herb Caen’s 
column as well as in Michael Bauer’s column. Mr. Bauer is the Chronicle’s restaurant critic and 
editor at large. Jackson Fillmore has also been featured in 7X7, the New Fillmore, the San 
Francisco Bay Guardian, the San Francisco Examiner and several other local publications. 

d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person? 

Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is associated with a number of significant and historical people. Ball 
players from every pro Bay Area team, businessmen, politicians and the who's who of Pacific 
Heights come in all the time. 

Founder Jack Krietzman knew the restaurant was in the "it" neighborhood of San Francisco – 
Pacific Heights – and as a young businessman he knew he had a chance to be a success and 
make some money if he played his cards right. He was newly married with hopes of having a 
family and making a career for himself. He had a pretty good reputation, and he could sell! He 
was a good salesman. His target clients were the people with money. Anyone who would buy a 
$50 bottle of wine was his new best friend. Any stockbroker, doctor, lawyer or business person 
that walked in and was strutting their stuff got the full treatment. (Remember, these were the 
days before the “foodie movement” – before everyone was a wine geek – and basically before 
the internet.) 

People who were customers at Vanessi's were showing up. Ronnie Lott and Joe Montana were 
eating at the counter, sometimes with their wives. It was blowing Jack’s mind. They wanted to 
sit at the bar. Wow! Harris Barton and his wife became regulars. Will Clark, Nate Thurmond, 
Phil Smith, P.J. Carlesimo the list goes on into the present. To Jack, it was magical! This was back 
in the day before the Celebrity Chef. But the Bay Area had its own set of celebrity chefs, and 
they were all showing up at Jackson Fillmore: Barbara Troop, Alice Waters, Jeremiah Tower, 
Bradley Ogden, Jonathan Waxman, the not yet famous Mario Batali (Sous-chef at the Clift Hotel 
at the time) and more. 

There was the time when Anne Getty came in. Jack had no idea who she was and there were no 
tables available, so he offered her the counter. She said no and left. There was a real estate 
agent named Chuck who was quickly becoming a regular sitting at the window table, and he 
said, “Wow! Anne Getty can't even get a table at this place.” Jack was a little embarrassed, but 
he really didn't know who she was. 



Restaurant patrons included Herb Caen and Willie Brown. Of course, Jack knew who they were. 
And he was sure to find a place for them. Jeremiah Tower said the best steak he'd ever eaten 
was the truffled steak at Jackson Fillmore. And he was sitting at the bar! Jack remembers it as if 
it were yesterday. 

What was cool about Jackson Fillmore was that everyone was treated the same no matter 
what. Restaurant staff would keep fans away from the celebrities so they could be 'normal' 
people for a change. Of course, staff knew who they were, but when they were inside the 
restaurant they could let their hair down. The most common things Jack heard was, “Now we 
don't have to cross town to get your food anymore.” Jack is proud of the fact that Jackson 
Fillmore is THE place to eat in Pacific Heights, and have been since they opened. The 
community that depends on the restaurant can go to any number of wonderful restaurants in 
San Francisco. They can afford all of them. But when it comes to going out in the neighborhood, 
Jackson Fillmore has been the place to eat. 

Then Jack kind of had the tables turned on him. It was really weird, but everyone wanted to be 
his friend. That’s when the real magic started to happen – when the ordinary customers started 
to become regulars. People began to share their lives with Jack and the staff. Parents and their 
kids started to know everybody at Jackson Fillmore on a first name basis, and the staff got to 
know them intimately. 

The last review that San Francisco Chronicle food critic Michael Bauer wrote made reference to 
the 70 year old customers hugging the Jackson Fillmore staff … the staff that are 40 years 
younger. Children of the people who were regulars back in the beginning are now coming in 
with their kids. The regular customers are the true significant and historical people associated 
with Jackson Fillmore Trattoria. 

e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community? 

Jack has helped thousands of people who have worked for him shape their lives. The restaurant 
is a perennial donor to KQED as well as the Fillmore Street Association. Kelly Sullivan, manager, 
is involved in the neighborhood association, and Jackson Fillmore is a new member of that 
newly revived association. 

f. Provide a description of the community the business serves. 

Jackson Fillmore Trattoria serves patrons from Pacific Heights, the city of San Francisco and the 
Bay Area. Customers are residents of San Francisco, as well as tourists from all over the world. 
It’s not uncommon to hear someone say that someone they sat next to on a plane said, “You 
have to eat at Jackson Fillmore.” 

g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant 
building/structure/site/object/interior? 



No, this does not apply. 

h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut 
down, etc.? 

If Jackson Fillmore Trattoria were to close, San Francisco would lose a landmark. It would lose 
the style of cooking unique to Jack Krietzman that’s been served up since his days at Vanessi’s 
(circa 1977). It would lose that special caring vibe and great service emblematic of all the 
eateries he’s created over the years in San Francisco. Jackson Fillmore lives on as the last and 
lasting bastion of his work. Basically, a piece of history would die if the restaurant were to close. 

CRITERION 3 

a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character. 

Jackson Fillmore was a sushi bar when Jack Krietzman discovered it was for sale. (He was 
working a Little Italy at the time.) Right away the vision struck – a small neighborhood place. He 
removed the sushi and replaced it with antipasti – a brilliant idea that is still going strong 34 
years later. Jackson Fillmore is a long narrow restaurant with the old sushi bar on the left 
behind which salads, dessert, antipasti, espresso and wine are served up nightly, and on the 
other side are eight or so tables.  

b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions 
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to 
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft, 
culinary, or art forms) 

Jackson Fillmore is committed to maintaining a neighborhood feel. The tradition of eating at an 
unpretentious, friendly atmosphere is important. 

Around the country and around the world, residential neighborhoods are dotted with little 
cafés, cleaners, convenience stores and restaurants. In addition to serving their neighborhoods, 
the merchants and their shops add to the feeling and social distinction of the ‘village.’ They 
define the neighborhood. As is the case in Jackson Fillmore, sometimes people use restaurants 
as landmarks when giving directions. Back in the day when Spinelli Coffee was in business, and 
even today with Blue Bottle, there is a village feel on the corner. There is a cleaners. There once 
was a bookseller. There are two great corner markets, each with its own feel. And when their 
lights go down and the Trattoria sign is lit, Jackson Fillmore puts out its own vibe on the corner. 
People from the neighborhood start to meander in; some with their families. They come from 
all parts of the city and from all the hotels and local B&Bs. Bam! The corner is alive with activity. 
The smell of garlic, the sounds restaurants, the feel of life and people living it and the people 
waiting table at Jackson Fillmore add to the vibe. 



As in any neighborhood, there is every kind of people from all walks of life and every from kind 
of ‘status’ if you will. This is definitely the case when it comes to Upper Fillmore, and they all 
came to Jackson Fillmore. The royalty: Daniel Steele (writer) and John Traynor were there. The 
Fishers, Bob and Randi (The Gap), and their kids were regulars. The power brokers: Nancy Pelosi 
with the secret service – Paul Pelosi and John Hammeran planning the next merger or 
corporate takeover. The movie stars: Julia Roberts and Ben Bratt (who used to work for me as a 
bus boy) would be there when they were shooting a movie in town and staying at the Jackson 
Court Hotel. The movers and shaker from the neighborhood – these are our mainstay – their 
names go on forever. Sometimes a mover and shaker might be in three times in a single week: 
once alone, once with the family, and a third time with the wife before or after a show. 
Honestly, this used to happen a lot! And still does. What does it take to make an iconic 
restaurant? All these people and more. The grad students, the young professionals, the ball 
players, the artists, the musicians; they are all coming to our little village to eat at Jackson 
Fillmore. 

c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical 
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical 
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural 
details, neon signs, etc.). 

Jackson Fillmore is housed in a rather unassuming turn of the century building at the top of the 
hill in Pacific Heights. Above the restaurant is a single family duplex. The only historic 
architectural elements to speak of are exposed brick around the entry and a wonderful original 
terrazzo floor. The blue neon Trattoria sign has been shining like a beacon opposite the Cavalry 
Presbyterian Church across the street. It serves as a welcoming sign to all those attending music 
concerts and various functions put on at the Church. Physically, Jackson Fillmore is the last 
business on the Fillmore commercial corridor. This alone puts Jackson Fillmore in a landmark 
position, as they’ve come to be known as Pacific Heights’ neighborhood Trattoria and still are.  

d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less 
than 30 years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the 
current owner has maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business, 
including craft, culinary, or art forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or 
materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to current 
ownership. 

Not applicable. 
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The Big Veg 2015: 50 Vegetarian/Vegan 
Things to Eat Before You Die  
By 7x7 Editors  
Apr 23, 2015  

San Francisco is for lovers—and by lovers, we mean vegetarians. Our city is second to none 

when it comes to vegetarian and vegan cuisine, which ranges from decadent, splurge-worthy 

meals down to hole-in-the-wall gems that understand that a good vegetarian dish is so much 

more than just throwing some peas on a plate.  

 

From Outer Richmond to SoMa, from the Presidio to the Tenderloin, read on for the 50 San 

Francisco vegetarian and vegan dishes to eat before you die. You won't find meat, animal broth, 

lard, or gelatin in these dishes, but you will find gastronomic bliss. 

1. Carpaccio di Zucchini // Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 2506 Fillmore Street (at Jackson), 

Pacific Heights.  

2. Vegetarian Stuffed Artichoke // Woodhouse Fish Co. 2073 Market Street (at Church), Upper 

Market; 1914 Fillmore Street (at Wilmot), Pacific Heights.  



3. Green Lettuce Wrap* // House of Nanking 919 Kearny Street (at Jackson), Financial 

District.  

4. Mysore Masala Dosa* // Udupi Palace 1007 Valencia Street (at 21st), Mission; 3242 Scott 

Street (at Chestnut), Marina.  

5. Crisy Miso Cured Tofu Bao* // Chairman Bao (Food Truck) Multiple locations.  

6. Pozole Vegetariano* // Tropisueno 75 Yerba Buena Lane (between 3rd & 4th), SoMa.  

7. Vegetable Noodle Soup with Sriracha* // Sunflower Restaurant 288 Connecticut Street 

(at 18th), Potrero Hill.  

8. Raviora Filled With Meyer Lemon Ricotta, Spring Peas, Young Onion, & Chrysanthemum 

// Perbaccosf 230 California Street (at Front), FiDi.  

9. Tejano Veggie Burger // Roam 1785 Union Street (at Gough), Marina; 1923 Fillmore Street 

(at Bush), Pacific Heights.  

10. Yellow Curry Tofu // Sweet Lime Thai 2100 Sutter Street (at Steiner), Lower Pac Heights.  

11. Vegetarian Imperial Rolls // Mai's 316 Clement Street (at 4th), Inner Richmond. 

415.221.3046. 

12. Spinach and Mushroom Deep Dish Pizza // Little Star Pizza 400 Valencia Street (at 15th), 

Mission; 846 Divisadero Street (at McAllister), Alamo Square.  

13. Malai Kofta // Mehfil Indian Cuisine 2301 Fillmore Street (at Clay), Pacific Heights; 28 

2nd St (at Stevenson), FiDi.  

14. Macaroni & Cheese // Palmer's 2298 Fillmore Street (at Clay), Pacific Heights.  

15. Tofu Mole Burrito* // Papalote Mexican Grill 3409 24th Street (at Valencia), Mission; 

1777 Fulton Street (at Masonic), NoPa.  



16. Trenette with Wood Sorrel Pesto & Black Walnut // Flour + Water 2401 Harrison Street 

(at 20th), Mission.  

17. Buffalo Fries // Upcider 1160 Polk Street, 2nd Floor (at Sutter), TenderNob.  

18. Pumpkin Piergoi (seasonal) // Alta CA 1420 Market Street (at Fell), Civic Center. 

19. Truffle French Fries // Presidio Social Club 563 Ruger Street, Presidio.  

20. Bikini // Coqueta Pier 5, Embarcadero. 

21. Garlic and Chile Dosa // Dosa 995 Valencia Street (at 21st), Mission; 1700 Fillmore Street 

(at Post), Japantown.  

22. Crispy Tofu Sandwich* // Bun Mee 2015 Fillmore Street (at California), Pac Heights; 650 

Market Street (at 2nd), FiDi.  

23. Appetizer Combination Platter* // La Mediterranee 2210 Fillmore Street (at Sacramento), 

Pacific Heights; 288 Noe Street (at Market), Duboce Triangle.  

24. Veggie Enchilada & Sweet Potato Tamale Combo* // Green Chile Kitchen 1801 McAllister 

Street (at Baker), NoPa.  

25. Quesadilla de Acelga // El Techo de Lolinda 2518 Mission Street (at 21st), Mission.  

26. Samusa Soup* // Burma Superstar 309 Clement Street (at 4th), Inner Richmond.  

27. Wild Morning Pizza // Sweet Maple 2101 Sutter Street (at Steiner), Lower Pacific Heights.  

28. #12: Vegetarian Sandwich* // Lee's Sandwiches 625 Larkin Street (at Willow), Tenderloin.  

29. Vegetarian Burro* // Taco Bar 2401 California Street (at Fillmore), Pacific Heights.  

30. Mushroom & Soy Ramen* // Ramen Bar 101 California Street (at Davis), FiDi.  



31. Mac 'n Cheese Grilled Cheese // American Grilled Cheese Kitchen 1 South Park (at 2nd), 

SoMa; 2400 Harrison Street (at 20th), Mission.  

32. Broccoli Raab Pizza // Pizzeria Delfina 3621 18th Street (at Guerrero), Mission; 2406 

California (at Fillmore), Pacific Heights.  

33. Grilled and Raw Kale Salad* // Fog City 1300 Battery Street (at Greenwich), Embarcadero.  

34. Vegetarian Sandwich // Reveille Coffee Co. 200 Columbus (at Kearny), North Beach; 4076 

18th Street (at Hartford), Castro.  

35. Egg White Sandwich // Jane 2123 Fillmore Street (at California), Pacific Heights.  

36. Gorgonzola Gnocchi // Sodini's Green Valley Restaurant 510 Green Street (at Bannam), 

North Beach. 415.291.0499 

37. Wild Mushroom Benedict // Mission Beach Cafe 198 Guerrero Street (at 14th), Mission.  

38. I'm Nothing But a Sloppy Vegetarian Whore // Red Door Cafe 1608 Bush Street 

(at Franklin), TenderNob. 415.441.1564. 

39. Truffle Risotto // SPQR 1911 Fillmore Street (at Bush), Lower Pac Heights.  

40. Fire Roasted Poblano Chile* // Greens Building A Fort Mason, Marina.  

41. Enchiladas con Mole* // Gracias Madre 2211 Mission Street (at18th), Mission.  

42. Plato Vegetariano* // Cha Cha Cha 2327 Mission Street (at 19th), Mission; 1801 Haight 

Street (at Shrader), Haight.  

43. Cha-Ya Roll* // Cha-Ya 762 Valencia Street (at 19th), Mission. 415.252.7825. 

44. Detox Salad* // Blue Barn 2105 Chestnut Street (at Steiner), Marina; 2237 Polk Street 

(at Green), Russian Hill.  

45. Vegetarian Bastela du Chef // El Mansour 3119 Clement Street (at 32nd), Outer Richmond.  



46. Garlic Green Beans and Tofu* // Citrus Club 1790 Haight (at Shrader), Haight.  

47. Lentil Soup* // Baladie Cafe 337 Kearny Street (at Pine), FiDi.  

48. Mattar Paneer // Saffron Grill 1279 Fulton Street (at Divisadero), Alamo Square.  

49. Gazpacho* // Zarzuela 2000 Hyde Street (at Union), Russian Hill // 415.346.0800. 

50. Chickpea Panisse Cakes // Gaspar Brasserie 185 Sutter (at Kearny), FiDi.  

* = vegan, or vegan option available.  

Please also note that fried dishes may be prepared in the same oil as meat dishes. Ask your 

server for details if you're concerned about cross-contamination. 
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Photographs of Jackson Fillmore at 2506 Fillmore Street by Marc Gamboa

Q & A | FAITH WHEELER

Rare is the restaurant in San Francisco still going strong after 30 years. But Jackson

Fillmore — the beloved, quintessential neighborhood Italian spot at 2506 Fillmore, now

under new ownership — remains noticeably unchanged. That’s thanks to the brother-

sister duo Kelly and Casey Sullivan, lifelong family friends of original owner Jack

Krietzman. Kelly Sullivan remembers coming to the restaurant the year it opened when

she was a 4-year-old and eating cold zabaglione.

How did Jack come up with this concept?

Jack is from New Jersey, but he traveled a lot and gravitated toward cooking Italian and

Spanish cuisine. He can still make a mean paella. When he moved here from the East

Coast in the ’70s, he initially worked at MacArthur Park and then at the famous

Vanessi’s. I don’t know how he found this location, but the opening was pretty turn-key.

We still have a sushi counter from a previous owner. That is part of the charm of this

place. We’re old school. We take what’s available and re-purpose it.

After leaving Vanessi’s, Jack was ready to bring some of the great Italian dishes from

there over here. He then brought his pasta chef from La Fiammetta [at Bush and

Octavia] in 1989, who makes our gnocchi, mezzaluna and tartelli. He hoped to name

the spot Jack’s on Fillmore, but got some pushback from the then-renowned Jack’s on

Sacramento. So a neighbor who’s one of our regulars said, “Why don’t you take out the

apostrophe and name it Jackson Fillmore?” And the rest is history.

How did you and your brother end up running the restaurant?

Our dad had a retail tennis store, the Tennis Shack, originally on Taraval and then on

Sacramento between Pacific and Walnut. Jack would come in, and soon enough Dad

and Jack became tennis buddies — they still play together. We would come into the

restaurant with our parents as kids. Jack would tuck us up by the window, give us
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POPPING UP AND

STICKING AROUND

Lots of new pop-ups are

showing up on Fillmore, and

some of them stick around.

Zuri, the three-month one-

dress shop at 2029 Fillmore,

has now moved into a long-

term home at 1902 Fillmore,

where Narumi Japanese

antiques shuttered last fall

after 37 years.

And Sweet & Spark, which

first popped up inside

Mudpie, has taken over the

former hair salon at 2412

Fillmore.

“The state of retail has

changed dramatically,” said

Vasilios Kiniris, executive

director of Fillmore’s

merchants and a citywide

merchant leader, who sees

“many advantages” to pop-

ups. “Business owners can

dip their feet into a

commercial community and

see if their product or service

is a good fit.”
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I. Mother of 11

pencils to draw, and ensure we were well behaved. We still keep pencils so the kids can

play and we save the collection of drawings. No iPads here.

Casey and Kelly Sullivan have been eating at Jackson Fillmore since they were kids.

I had been working in the restaurant business in Sonoma, at Cyrus, and then at Harry’s

Bar. My brother was at Cucina in San Anselmo. About four years ago I walked into the

restaurant and Jack was at the door. I said to Jack: “Someday when you’re ready, if you

ever think of selling this place, don’t. Don’t ever sell it. Don’t close it even for a day. My

brother and I want it.”

And so, six months later, I got a call that Jack was ready to give Casey and me a

chance.

I knew I had found my home. We formulated a three year plan: First year, the three of

us would do everything together. Second year, mostly Casey and I would run the floor,

with Jack overseeing here and there. And then the third year, we were on our own. Now

we are in year four.

What is the magic recipe that keeps a restaurant around for 30 years?

Restaurants are successful for different reasons. Each one has its own recipe. For us,

we are who our neighborhood is.

The people who sit at the bar have been coming for generations and they become the

stewards of the next generation. I’ve been coming here my whole life. I’ve seen entire

families grow up, get older and get married, and now they bring their kids.

Who we are and who our neighbors are is what makes us strong. People are coming to

our house. We welcome you like friends and family. Our guests are our family, the

people who understand our vibe. They want to come and hang out with us.

How about your staff members — have they been here a long time?

Absolutely. Our newest guy has been here five years; the entire kitchen staff has been

here for at least 10 years and one waiter for 23. I guess she’s not staff exactly, but our

mom does a lot of our pastries — cheesecakes, biscotti and ice cream sandwiches

made with lemon sugar cookies. Our busser, who started at 17, is now married, and

about half of our guests bring gifts to his son.

It’s all about consistency. Our staff ensures that you will have the same experience time

and time again.

A BUFFETT’S BACK IN

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Investor Warren Buffett’s late

wife Susie lived in Pacific

Heights for a time, and his

son Peter owned a home on

Scott Street.

Now his Berkshire

Hathaway branded

residential real estate

company has opened an

office in the neighborhood,

taking the two spaces on

California Street previously

occupied by the Vino wine

shop and Kuraya antiques.

Paula Gold-Nocella and Peter

Shovanes are leading the

office.

LET US COUNT OUR

MICHELIN STARS

How fortunate are we to live

in this neighborhood? The

new Michelin guide offers a

clue.

• Three Fillmore restaurants 

got a star: SPQR, the

Progress and State Bird

Provisions, plus Octavia at

Octavia and Bush and

Spruce on Sacramento.

• At 3127 Fillmore, Atelier

Crenn got three stars. Next

door, the new Bar Crenn also

got a star.

• And we can still claim 

Quince, now all beautifully

grown up in Jackson Square,

which also got a full set of

three stars, and first planted

its roots where Octavia is

now.
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What about the food?

We really don’t change the core of the menu that much, but we might change some

items every couple of months just to introduce people to new things.

Our signatures will always be there. I grew up eating the zucchini carpaccio, a favorite

of thinly sliced grilled zucchini, pecorino cheese and toasted almonds with a little bit of

olive oil. Some people ask me what’s the best thing on the menu and it’s impossible for

me to pick. People tend to have their favorites and it’s all over the map.

Some people must have the spaghetti carbonara or the pesce fra diavolo. Others crave

the bombolotti sugo de carne, a rigatoni in a rich spicy meat sauce with ground beef,

sausage, mushrooms and mascarpone. We are willing to make people what they want,

even if it’s not on the menu. That has always been our philosophy: If you don’t see it,

just ask. Our pasta guy will make it for you. We are here to take care of people with

comfort food, good wine and a smile.

How about the bruschetta — do you still have that?

Absolutely. The bruschetta is complimentary. Heaven forbid I forget somebody’s

bruschetta. I hear about it!

What about the wine list? It’s primarily Italian?

Yep. Only eight bottles of domestic red and maybe six South American. But our servers

are very good with customization. My brother is a bit of a wine geek, so there’s lots of

staff education. Sometimes a guest says, “We love wine, but we’re not familiar with any

of these.” That’s when we’re there to help with some options. I often say, “Let me pick

you out something. If you don’t like it, I’ll drink it.” We try to listen to what our guests like

in different varietals and match them to what we offer. Wine is an adventure.

Our guests are very helpful as well. Our regulars have no problem jumping in, guiding

new guests through the menu. It’s a team effort.
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How regular are your regulars?

We have one guy who comes in three nights a week at 5:30 p.m. sharp and a couple of

families once a week like clockwork at 5:30. We have every-week regulars, once-a-

month regulars, some every six months. I joke that I recognize 70 percent of the people

who walk in.

We have a little girl who is 13 who has come in so often, always ordering the breaded

chicken with lemon wedges, that we’ve named it Chicken Virginia after her.

And you still use the old fashioned ticket system — no computer?

Yes we do. My brother and I don’t really like change. We run tickets the old fashioned

way, by hand. And it saves a lot of time. We don’t need to hover over a computer

waiting to input the order. There’s no particular formula; every waiter writes every ticket

differently.

You still don’t take reservations for parties of two?

No, we run a wait list unless you are a party of three or more. But you are welcome to

call a little bit ahead and we’ll put your name on the list. We are always busy. People

are always standing and waiting, and that’s part of the fun. We train our guests to enjoy

the experience, start them off with some wine to get them going, and no one seems to

mind.

Would you ever consider opening for lunch?

No. We’re open Wednesday to Sunday, dinner only, and the reason we do that is to

guarantee our staff has 40-hour shifts. This way they are all full-time workers and all

have full benefits.

What do you wish for the future?

Just to continue to keep the Jackson Fillmore tradition alive, keeping our eyes on all the

little details and knowing our guests. This restaurant is our family. It’s our home. We

want to be what people expect us to be and trust us to be.

I want it to be the same restaurant I went to when I was 4.

Filed under: Food, Drink & Lodging

« Blue Bottle still coming to Fillmore Elite Cafe is sold »
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Fillmore trattoria has a zabaglione to 
remember 
 
Michael Bauer 
April 4, 2018 
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Local red snapper in spicy tomato sauce at Jackson Fillmore. 
Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chronicle 
 
 



This is Chronicle restaurant critic Michael Bauer’s Between Meals column, an update of the 
restaurants he visits as he searches for the next Top 100 Restaurants. His main dining reviews, 
which include a ratings box, are written only after three or more visits. 
 
It’s been more than six years since I made my last visit to Jackson Fillmore Trattoria, the tiny 
southern Italian restaurant opened by Jack Krietzman in 1985. 
 
I was happy to discover it is still a crowded neighborhood spot — a good sign. When Krietzman 
opened the restaurant on a shoestring more than 30 years ago, he simply repurposed the existing 
sushi bar; now the bar is lined with people eating plates of spaghetti. 
 
I was also happy that two dishes I remembered were still on the menu: the raw zucchini salad to 
start and the warm zabaglione to end. 
 

 
The warm zabaglione made with Sherry and egg yolks is a signature dish at Jackson Fillmore. 
Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chronicle 



 
The zabaglione is a simple, classic dessert that most kitchens won’t tackle because it has to be 
made to order and takes a cook’s undivided attention and much practice. 
 
I know that firsthand. When I was writing “The Secrets of Success Cookbook” 18 years ago, 
Krietzman gave me the recipe and I tested it several times. Even though it requires only four 
ingredients — egg yolks, sugar, Sherry and white wine — it can be tricky to master the 
technique. 
 
You have to continually whip and warm the yolks over the flame or the yolks won’t rise and turn 
light and glossy. Whip too long and they begin to deflate. Krietzman says he learned to make the 
dessert at the now-closed Vanessi’s on Broadway, one of the first upscale restaurants to have an 
open kitchen. When he was getting ready for tryouts at that restaurant in the late 1970s, he 
practiced this dessert, taking 10 tries to get it right. In Krietzman’s recipe, a bit of crushed berries 
are spooned onto the bottom of the serving glass; the hot zabaglione is poured in until it 
overflows and pools on the plate below. If I were doing it at home, I would add sliced berries to 
help break up the richness. You can find the recipe here. 
 
Carpaccio di zucchini ($10.25) was the other memorable dish that’s been on the menu since 
about 2001. That’s when Krietzman went to Italy and fell in love with the combination. It blends 
raw julienned zucchini, olive oil, toasted almonds and loads of shaved pecorino cheese. 
 
On my return visit it was comforting to see that much remains the same, and that the food and 
service are better than I remember from last time. On this visit I also enjoyed several other 
classics. The carbonara ($17.75) was good, although it tasted as if the cooks had left salt out of 
the pasta water. The local red snapper ($23.75) sautéed in a spicy tomato sauce. 
 
More than the food, what impressed me most were the number of regulars. They often hugged 
the waiters and no doubt ordered what they did the last time they were in. The restaurant has 
been around long enough that diners who started eating there as children re now bringing in their 
own kids. 
 
It’s the type of place that gives esprit de corps to a neighborhood. This is a restaurant that has 
earned its place in diners’ hearts. 
 
2506 Fillmore St. (at Jackson), San Francisco; (415) 346-5288. www.jacksonfillmoresf.com . 
Dinner Wednesday-Sunday. Reservations and credit cards accepted. 
 
Michael Bauer is The San Francisco Chronicle restaurant critic and editor at large. Email: 
mbauer@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @michaelbauer1 Instagram: @michaelbauer1  
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Another signature dish at Jackson Fillmore is the raw zucchini with toasted almonds and 
pecorino cheese. 
Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chronicle 
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Portobello mushrooms at Jackson Fillmore. 
Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chroncile 
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Contadino Misto is a melange of spicy Calabrese sausage, chicken, potatoes, mushrooms and 
bell peppers at Jackson Fillmore.Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chronicle 
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Diners receive bruschetta with chopped tomatoes and garlic when they are seated at Jackson 
Fillmore. 
Photo: Michael Bauer / The Chronicle  
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Filing Date: February 6, 2019 
Case No.: 2019-001835LBR 
Business Name: Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 
Business Address: 2506 Fillmore Street 
Zoning: NCD (Upper Fillmore Neighborhood Commercial) Zoning District 

40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 0588/012 
Applicant:  Jack Krietzman, President 
 2506 Fillmore Street 
 San Francisco, CA 94115 
Nominated By: Supervisor Mark Farrell, District 2 
Staff Contact: Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625 

shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org 
Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye@sfgov.org 
 

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 

Jackson Fillmore Trattoria (“Jackson Fillmore”) is an Italian restaurant opened on December 11, 1985 by 
Jack Krietzman on December 11, 1985. Prior to opening his own restaurant, Krietzman worked at Vanessi's 
on Broadway (1977-1979) and MacArthur Park (1975-1977). Two weeks after opening, the restaurant was 
doing capacity business. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria originally opened as Jack’s on Fillmore to take playful 
advantage of the unlikely coincidence of an owner named Jack opening a restaurant on the corner of 
Jackson and Fillmore. However, at the time there was a famous Jack's Restaurant in the Financial District. 
A few weeks after opening, Kreitmzan was contacted by Jack’s Restaurant’s attorney and he agreed to 
change the name. 

Soon after opening, the restaurant got two mentions in Herb Caen’s column, which considerably booted 
business. Millions of people have eaten at Jackson Fillmore since the restaurant opened. Casey and Kelly 
Sullivan, a brother and sister team, now manage Jackson Fillmore and carry on its traditions. Their father, 
Craig, was Jack Krietzman’s first friend after he arrived in San Francisco, and the pair have known 
Krietzman their entire lives. Jackson Fillmore preserves the counter dining experience that San Francisco 
has become known for, in addition to providing consistently good food, service and neighborhood feel. 
Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is a small place with a small, dedicated staff open five nights a week. 

The business is located on the east side of Fillmore between Jackson and Pacific streets in the Pacific Heights 
neighborhood. It is within an NCD (Upper Fillmore Neighborhood Commercial) Zoning District and 
within a 40-X Height and Bulk District.  

 
STAFF ANALYSIS 
Review Criteria 

1. When was business founded?   

The business was founded in 1985.  

2. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how? 
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Yes. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets 
all of the eligibility Criteria: 

i. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has operated continuously in San Francisco for 34 years. 

ii. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has contributed to the history and identity of San Francisco 
and the Pacific Heights neighborhood.  

iii. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria is committed to maintaining the physical features, craft, art 
form and traditions that define the business. 

3. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?  

Yes. The business is associated with Italian cuisine.  

4. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture? 

Yes. The Department identified the property as a contributor to an Upper Fillmore cluster of 
historically significant storefronts. The business’s clientele has also historically included many local 
celebrities, including Joe Montana, Harris Barton, Will Clark Nate Thurmond, Phil Smith, P.J. 
Carlesimo, Barbara Troop, Alice Waters, Jeremiah Tower, Willie Brown, and more. 
 

5. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?   

No. The property has a Planning Department Historic Resource status of “B” (Properties Requiring 
Further Consultation and Review) due to the age of the building, which was constructed in c. 1890. 

6. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?   

No.  

7. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.? 

Yes. Jackson Fillmore Trattoria has been featured in the San Francisco Chronicle in Herb Caen’s 
column as well as in Michael Bauer’s column. Mr. Bauer is the Chronicle’s restaurant critic and 
editor at large. Jackson Fillmore has also been featured in 7X7, the New Fillmore, the San 
Francisco Bay Guardian, the San Francisco Examiner and several other local publications.  

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

Location(s) associated with the business: 
• 2506 Fillmore Street 

 
Recommended by Applicant 

• The antipasti bar 
• Neighborhood, unpretentious, and friendly atmosphere 
• Neon “Trattoria” window sign 
• Exposed brick surrounding entry 
• Terrazzo floor 

 
Additional Recommended by Staff 

• Location at corner of Jackson and Fillmore resulting in restaurant name 



 

www.sfplanning.org 

 

 

 
 

Historic Preservation Commission 
Draft Resolution No. ### 

HEARING DATE:  MARCH 6, 2019 
 
Case No.: 2019-001835LBR 
Business Name: Jackson Fillmore Trattoria 
Business Address: 2506 Fillmore Street 
Zoning: NCD (Upper Fillmore Neighborhood Commercial) Zoning District 

40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 0588/012 
Applicant:  Jack Krietzman, President 
 2506 Fillmore Street 
 San Francisco, CA 94115 
Nominated By: Supervisor Mark Farrell, District 2 
Staff Contact: Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625 

shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org 
Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye@sfgov.org 
 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION 
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR JACKSON FILLMORE 
TRATTORIA CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2506 FILLMORE STREET, (BLOCK/LOT 0588/012).   
 
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business 
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, 
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing 
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and 
success; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the City’s history and identity; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and 
 
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on March 6, 2019, the Historic Preservation Commission 
reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business Registry 
nomination. 
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CASE NO. 2019-001835LBR 
2506 Fillmore Street 

 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that 
Jackson Fillmore Trattoria qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 
2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends 
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Jackson Fillmore Trattoria. 
 
Location(s): 

• 2506 Fillmore Street 
 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business: 
• The antipasti bar 
• Neighborhood, unpretentious, and friendly atmosphere 
• Neon “Trattoria” window sign 
• Exposed brick surrounding entry 
• Terrazzo floor 
• Location at corner of Jackson and Fillmore resulting in restaurant name 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and 
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the 
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject 
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 
15064.5(a). 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its Commission 
Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2019-001835LBR to the 
Office of Small Business March 6, 2019. 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

 
AYES:    
 
NOES:   
 
ABSENT:  
 
ADOPTED:  


